
State of Arizona 

COMMISSION ON JUDICIAL CONDUCT 

Disposition of Complaint 21-165 

Judge: 
Complainant: 

ORDER 

December 8, 2021 

The Complainant alleged that a justice of peace had a conflict of interest and 
entered a plea without her consent.  

The role of the Commission on Judicial Conduct is to impartially determine 
whether a judicial officer has engaged in conduct that violates the Arizona Code of 
Judicial Conduct or Article 6.1 of the Arizona Constitution. There must be clear and 
convincing evidence of such a violation in order for the Commission to take 
disciplinary action against a judicial officer. 

The Commission reviewed all relevant available information and concluded 
there was not clear and convincing evidence of ethical misconduct in this matter. 
The complaint is therefore dismissed pursuant to Commission Rules 16(a) and 
23(a). 

Commission member Louis Frank Dominguez did not participate in the 
consideration of this matter. 
 
Copies of this order were distributed to all 
appropriate persons on December 8, 2021. 





has prolonged the assault the State is attempting to commit against me while knowing that there is a direct
conflict of interest by her and the are both members to the Arizona or

and paid by the state. on made a plea without my consent and aggreeance. I
explained that I did not have a parts and particulars in front of me to make a diligent plea. As well as this judge handle the
civil claims the directly correlate to the invention of these allegations and knows the specifics and still is promoting prediction
of me to profit which once she is acting outside of her appointed office she loses immunity and gets into murky waters adding
more impropriety to the list of misconduct for this officer of the court. I have filed a complaint about the

and will shortly email a copy along with the complaint to the Judicial Commission of Miscondict being sent to them. I
am the victim in this case not the  

 from the beginning

acting under the color of law does t make it lawful. 

acting as a officer isn't just full but is corruption and treason.

I understand that most written charges against eventually become a public record. I understand that all
information on this form, including my name and address, will be available for review by the and others who may
view the file. This charge form and other submissions by me will be sent to the

Date Signature:




